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The Witcher Extended Edition Guide to The Witcher 1 Guide If you choose Roche's path you can access them at any time. If you choose the path of Iovereth, you can only access them during the Where's Tris Merigold? quest when you're sent to Caebweni Camp. Note: almost all prostitutes have a unique scene of introduction. However,
sexual scenes are divided between them, the game randomly selects an animation from the few possible and plays it with the appropriate model of a prostitute. Tris in Chapter 1, on the Rose of Memory quest. Ves in Chapter 2 (Roche's Way), on the quest Ave Henselt! Once you defeat all the opponents in the arena. Mottle in Chapter 2
(Ioverth Way), if you rescued her from a burning building in Chapter 1 she will be in front of the west entrance to Vergen. Succubus in Chapter 2 (The Way of Iover), on the quest With a twinkling heart. Cynthia in Chapter 3 (The Way of Ioverra), on the Search for the Secrets of Lok Muinne. Available only if you have an 'Extended Edition'
game. There are also some independent nude cutscenes: Triss. In the Prologue, she's in bed with a geralt. At the beginning of Chapter 3 (The Way of Iover) if you help Philip lift the curse of Tris will be transformed from a figure naked. Baroness LaVallette If you killed Arayan LaVallette in a prologue, then during a prison escape, if you go
through the hatch of the floor in one of the first cells after you get loose you will find her topless and about to be tortured. Phillipa in Chapter 2 (The Way of Ioveret), in Verdun there are two scenes with her and her pupil inside her house. Saskia in Chapter 2 (The Way of Iover), on a quest in a harp lair, if you collect all the crystals and look
them at the projector Saskia will appear naked in the dream of some dwarf. As you mentioned there is Tris in the first chapter. If you go along the Roche path there are also Ves in Chapter 2. You have to fight in the arena and win all the fights to chase her. The way Iorveth features a sidequest called 'out of the flickering heart', where, if
you face with Succubus, first dandelion, and then Geralt gets down a mystical creature (and gets you drunk to boot). Also on the Iorveth way, if you save an elven woman from burning alive at the end of Chapter 1, you may find a single female elf near Vergen who offers herself as a thank you for saving her. And there are, of course, ladies
negotiating love in the first two chapters. In any case, in order to end up in bed with your chosen partner, you will have to seduce them. It will be done through gifts, sweet conversations and similar actions. In this guide to the romance of Witcher 3, we will list all the characters from whom we find that you can have sex, as well as the
conditions for its availability. Since the sex scenes will play a big role in The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, you can take a look at our latest article. Shani - The Heart of Shani's Stone Expansion is a young field medic, and Geralt's acquaintance - the one who played the first game of the Witcher must remember her. She appears in the expansion of
Hearts of Stone and can become a romantic partner. Wooing her will allow you to learn more about her, and reward you with the sex scene. Shani's novel is played during a quest called. If you give it a rower flower, you get the first scene. The second scene, with a twist, is unlocked, offering her a drink (mid or cognac) instead. Yennefer of
Wengerberg Yennefer is the closest we will see the true love of Geralt. You will get the opportunity to sleep with her twice during the game. The first time will happen, you have to finish the king dead: Long live the king quest. Choosing your outfit, go for black and white. Once you've killed the elementary in the lab, will start filling up with
gas. Choose the option to kiss her while talking and she will teleport you to safety - security is her bedroom. Now you just need to ask her to let you watch. The second meeting takes place during the main quest No Place Like Home. After dinner, when Ennefer climbs into her room, you can go with her, provided you were already close.
Tris Merigold Those who had already played in previous games are already familiar with Tris - she starred in both former games, and was available for romance in both, too. Once again, it can be a romantic interest if you choose so. You have to finish it sidequest - Now or never, after you've done a basic quest favor for Radovid, as well as
secondary searches matter of life and death. During The Matter of Life and Death you need to kiss Tris in a masquerade. When you start now or never, go and protect the magicians. When you're at the docks near the end, tell her you love her. Then she gets in the boat, but comes back for you. Then you had sex on the lighthouse. If
Jikstra asks you to kill Radovid, you have not been able to ignite the Tris fire and must restart an earlier save file. Sex with Tris and Yennefer If you thought it would be nice to hook up with both Triss and Yennefer, we should warn you - it's not going to happen. If you tell Yennefer you love her during the Last Desire quest and you say Triss
the same thing in time now or never, you will end up with neither. On the positive side, you'll be rewarded with this cinematic: Kira Metz's Kira Metz is a sorceress, and given Geralt's love of sorceress, having the opportunity to sleep with Kira isn't really surprising. In order to have sex with her, you will need to complete the secondary quest
A Favor For A Friend (which requires the end of the invitation from Kira Metz and Tower of the Mouse). Once you have completed the quest, it will challenge you with horse races that you have to take. This is an easy win, especially if you are following the shortcuts. After that, dine together. She will make progress quite openly, so all you
have to do is not deny her on purpose. Use the feelings of witches to follow the trail of clothing at the end of which the kira. Madame Sasha you will meet Madame Sasha during the Gwent tournament, which is associated with the secondary quest High Stakes. You will prevent the robbery together, and after you are caught guilty, she will
invite you to the Kingfisher Inn. Once there, she will reveal the truth about herself, and after she invites you into her room, all you have to do is accept. Jutta An Dimun After you complete the Iron Maiden secondary quest, head to the hills east of Ringwald. You will see a ring where you can challenge Jutta to fight on swords. If she
hesitates, you have to beat the guy in the village first. Make sure you win the fight with Jutta and she will invite you to her home. Accept and enjoy. Prostitutes brothels and baths have a role in the Northern Kingdom and you will be able to visit them and treat yourself, provided that you have crowns. The Crippled Kate brothel in Novigrad,
near the docks, has three working girls on offer, and a price tag of 20 kronor each. Then there is Passiflora, also in Novigrad. This one is a little more expensive (40 kronor per visit), but the quality of service is supposedly better as well. Yennefer is the closest we will see the true love of Geralt. Are you or anyone else, for that matter, who
have a hard time for her to even pay attention to dialogue and body language throughout the game, along with specific quests against them and dialogue hints dropped with Cerys along with other witches? Or, for that matter, even complete the game?. SPOILER BELOW. He was under a fucking spell for which she was responsible out of
a desire that satisfied the 1st Jinn. The CD even went so far as to make it very uncharacteristically blunt (while under the influence of the 1st Jinn) around her and her only no matter with whom else he interacts with to the point he behaved like when they were all drunk in Kaer Morhen and recruited a sorcerer; while he and others
specifically stated that his mutagen had rendered him extremely apathetic, she did not act the same way. In any case, it was the other way around; If she were under the same spell, she should also act blunt and less bitch; actually worried when missing, their in/off spats wouldn't have happened, and when they finally saw each other for
the first time in Vizima during Act1, it would be mutual, but she seemingly could have cared less. This is completely contrary to the effects that Geralt displayed openly, which again indicates that he is only one under the spell. She was a cold bitch who kept things away from him and treated him like garbage, and in the game when you
finally get to corner her about why she had never looked for it before, she его. Ihs Ihs and acting passive and blunt around her, despite not being technically capable was a subtle clue something wasn't right, especially when she acted like herself. It can also be inferred from the Last Wish quest that she was not under the spell of Jinn
because she actually wanted to remove it to see if it would still be interested or not. If two people are under some kind of love spell, neither question nor question, and Geralt's actions support this. Her, however, is not, and seems to be more despairing as it was not spicy enough for her tastes. In the game, they're commenting on how it
would be good if Geralt took charge once and for a while. Again, this is a clever writing device to show that it is fully aware that it would be different if not under the spell. And again, if she were, she wouldn't question it. One may also argue that their rocky relationship was partly because she was angry, he was no more himself and was too
submissive and tenacious. And once again, if she were under the same spell, it wouldn't be a consideration as she would be just as blunt towards him. They kept referring to Jinn being sneaky with desire, so it would be cruel, making his puppy in love until she was under a spell, but there were feelings for him, but the reality was it wasn't
quite him getting better than her, most likely by designing a spell to torment her. The script is actually quite a cliche, but the writers weren't explicitly obvious about it, and it's pretty brilliant writing as far as video games go (still thought they were dressing up in her clothes during a drunken stupor and making the sorcerer think the lodge was
coming after it was a riot). And let's not forget that she's actually some hideous hunchback, like Crown, but uses Glamour (smells of lilac and gooseberry; Yenn's room in Skelige she has some on her night stand and Geralt can check it out until the last wish while mourning how he likes to smell- again quite out of character for him as he
normally kind of dulls) to make appealing and apparently has to constantly bring it (otherwise Geralt wouldn't find him (otherwise Geralt wouldn't find him. outlined in red in her room). This level of depth with writing probably went over 80% of people's heads who played the game, but not mine. Nothing hot about a troll wearing a make up
and casting spells to get a guy. As far as the game canon goes, Tris is at least genuine. People unconsciously drawn to Yenn archetype to adjust themselves to the world of suffering at the hands of some narcissistic bitch who will never love them. Have fun with that. Someone who knows what Ian is about I told myself, I shouldn't be the
only one who doesn't like the yen and how it relates and acts towards Geralt. however I don't know this backstory you it's pretty interesting and and it's even worse. Tris, though, Tris She's just better in every conceivable way. Hot, more beautiful, more authentic, red hair and actually shows some interest in trying to make relationships
work. One thing though, one thing that me off is that there is, in my times, blatant lack content against Triss in general compared to Yennefer. It's like a game wants to get you to lean towards Yennefer as your love interest, although Tris is obviously a better person. yes, and let's not talk about the alternative Tris O suit, don't do this Oh, my
skunk. Makes it even hotter, if possible. So people tell me Ian better than Tris are wrong. TRIS #TEAMTRISS. I'll just leave it here. SPOILER BELOW. Written by pryingwanderer: Dear Ladies and Fair Gentlemen, I come in to know that a rather generous number of you have shown a little more aggression than is really necessary towards
a much smaller group of people that is going to support Yennefer From Vergenberg rather than her relationship rival Tris Merigold. Is it really fair to send curses and pernicious profanity in its path, classifying Tris as a genuinely innocent, coraged soul? Allows you to fill in some facts, whether we will; both significant and insignificant. 1.)
Back during her earliest childhood years, Yennefer was used, abused and publicly humiliated by her own father in various brutal ways, receiving absolutely no support nor even light back from her very mother. Thus, her traumatic childhood soon led her to a cold embrace of excruciating destruction and an exit that she discovered was selfharm and attempted suicide. These are undoubtedly the lingering consequences of these traumatic childhood experiences that led her to attempt suicide shortly after entering our academy. The girl tried to cut the veins of her forearm and eventually inflicted serious tendon damage Did her childhood tear her though, as it would upset many

others? Frankly, it's not. 2.) Yennefer grew up to be one of the best, not to say the best, the sisters were, and she did it on her own. She grew up bashing her haughty position, a little too sharp at times and a little too cheeky. But guys, these aren't human qualities? She was damaged, physically and physically, by scars, although those
scars she bore with pride and honor because they made her grow to fear neither man nor monster, nor spirit. 3.) Yennefer was the one to change lovers quite often, I agree, but when she finally fell in love, we saw her fall completely. We saw such unwavering devotion in her, such complete and complete determination, and moreover,
behind the fierce mask of cruelty she wore, we saw tenderness, vulnerability, and support and sacrifice and sensitivity. Yen? Oh, Geralt. Ian, are you crying? No! Japanese yen. After deleting the deletion clothes, they made love on the sheepskin on earth. They made love urgently, in silence, without words. They made love quickly,
however. And then came the climax and the execution, trembling and kissing each other in tears, amazed that fate gave them time to express their love. 4.) Yennefer was the mother Cirilla never had. You guys have a terrible tendency to call Ian careless, manipulative. Have you ever quit just for a short, brief, brief moment just to watch
her behave with ziri? She loves her as if she were her own child, so damn much that she would have set the world on fire along with the whole sky above if something actually happened to her. Because, to face the truth, we all knew that Siri wasn't dead and deep, she did, too. 5.) Yennefer is a woman with courage, honor, fame and
attitude. She would take nothing snarling at her, let alone order her around. That's how strong women are. How many times did she save everything? Guys, you hate her behavior, but to be honest, you don't even make an effort to see that iron just outside. Yennefer is pure gold. The problem is that many of you go 'Team Triss all the way
and step over Ian's character just because she's overbearing. 6.) Yennefer threw, repeating, literally threw from the balcony bed Geralt and Tris made love on. Seriously, what other woman would do that? You say she doesn't really like the Witcher, even though she was so furious with the fervent jealousy that she threw the bed and she
didn't give a damn about what the rest would say or think about it. 7.) Tris betrayed Cirilla, sweet, with all my heart and with love. Yennefer, being a manipulative, arrogant, indifferent bitch you claim to be, stood up for her, always despite this event. She fought beside her and had to give her life and life to everyone else for her daughter,
which was not even her blood. 8.) Trice took advantage of Geralt. Tris MANIPULATED Geralt and the book says that, not the other way around. Ian considered her a friend, she speaks fondly of her, and Tris stole everything she held behind her, and did it superbly. Allows you to apprechiate her for being a pure sweetheart after that. The
yen has flaws. She is, as I said, self-centered and too vain and vain, but Tris is not really an angel herself. She fed Geralt such an enchanting lie and told him absolutely nothing true about his past. 9.) Ian respected Tris' relationship with Geralt. Can we say the same about Tris.? I don't hate Tris. But trice was certainly manipulative.
@Bobby Billy Bass I know it was posted about a year ago, but when I read this I couldn't leave it uncommented. Geralt was responsible for the desire, he said it to the genie. Many of your reasoning relies on the fact that she is the one who expressed the desire. fell in love with her the whole story with the genie before he spoke his wish.
There is no evidence in any way that desire has influenced their behavior. Geralt actually (in the books) behaves the same way afterwards so I don't go down that path. In fact the CD depicted Geralt perfectly around the yen. It's just like their banter in the books. There's nothing stupid about it, it's just both of their characters. This also
applies to their meeting and she is not looking for it. If you read a book and pay attention to its character, then all its actions have full meaning. Just to say: the CD relied heavily on books for Wild Hunt (which I love) to explain the character's actions properly you have to use the knowledge from the books because the developers have
obviously done just that. I won't go about explaining exactly why Ian behaved the way she did, because others have done it already (like a message from Tegar further down) 6. It is an assumption that no one will doubt the love spell. Ennefer is a man, not as a crown. She was born a hunchback, but when she studied to become a
sorceress her views were magically changed. That's why all the sorseris are beautiful. Glamarye (or Glamour, I'm not English) enhances your capabilities and let's scar/pimples ect. Fade and your skin shine, it's just an epic magic beauty cream. Lilac and gooseberry are the characteristic spirits of The Yen. It evokes feelings in Geralt, not
out of character. Tris is just as authentic as a yen. The yen loves Geralt (deep). Your post, unfortunately, is a set of misinterpretations, and I advise everyone not to base their opinion on this post. It also contains false or mixed knowledge about knowledge. I won't tell you people to go with the yen, it's your choice, but don't like the yen
because of Billy's post because it's based on bugs and contains a lot more in it. Bru, obviously, you don't know anything about these two origins. If you were reading the Last Wish of Andrzej Sapkowski, known as the witch writer, you would have known that Geralt had actually made the wish that bind them together. They were about to be
killed by a djin that yennefer called which was bound by a geralt, and the only way to get rid of it was to have him perform its last command. Geralt unwittingly made two wishes at the beginning of the story, and at the moment when he was going to be killed by a genie, all he could think of was yennefer, and how he wanted to love her.
Know yennefer has always been self-centered, and can be considered a bitch, but that's because she was actually a foreboding back before she became a witch. She was treated like garbage before she used magic to make herself beautiful. But Geralt actually saw through it and discovered it true I did before he made a wish, and made a
wish anyway. Can that yennefer fell in love with him because he he he be with her forever, despite knowing her true self, and has nothing to do with the desire of herself. As for the game, Geralt was just stupid around yennefer because he spent a long time looking for it and was just so happy that he finally found it. Yennefer was angry at
him for cheating on her with tris (by the way Tris knew Geralt before and knew he was with Ian and jealous, so she decided to steal Geralt when he had amnesia so she was definitely not a saint or anything) in conclusion, you should check these things before making such a bold claim. PS: If you still think Tris is perfect, read about what
she did with Geralt in the books. Brush, you obviously don't know anything about Geralt and Ian. Let me start by saying that I'm not pushing for Ian, I just want to do character justice. The wish that connected Geralt and Ennefer was actually made by Geralt. In The Last Wish of Andrzej Sapkowski, known as the screenwriter of the TV
series The Witcher. Geralt made a wish (not a spell) when he and Ian were about to be killed by the genie that yennefer was trying to capture. Jean was tied to the geralt and had to fulfill his last desire for geralt to be free from service. Geralt accidentally asked for two wishes in the story before he realized djin was related to him (as
everyone believed he was related to dandelion after he freed him). As he is about to be killed by this gin, all he can think about is how much he loves yenefer and wants to spend the rest of his life with her. Before he makes a wish, he discovers the yen used to hump back before it was a sorceress. That's why she comes up as a bitch and
standoffish, because before she used magic to make herself beautiful, everyone treated her like garbage and walked over her. It can be interpreted from the story that yennefer really fell in love with him because he decided to be with her forever, despite knowing what she really is. As for the game, geralt behaves silly around Ian because
he spent time together looking for her (since he regained his memory at the end of TW2) and Hes is just so happy to see her. Ian is still glad to see him, but you have to remember the yen is angry at him for tricking her with Tris (by the way, Tris knew the geralt before he lost his memory, and yennefer and was jealous because she wanted
a geralt. so that's no excuse). In conclusion, you should check your facts before posting bad information to people. Sorry it was long, but there was a lot to say, and the first time I posted it disappeared, so I kinda wanted a rant. Thanks for reading through it. P.S.: if you or anyone else still thinks that saint, read about what she did with the
geralt in the books before he lost his memory of the events Games. She's definitely not the perfect angel game set her to be. I admit that it is better, and in many ways I love her more, which yennefer, but I think claiming one better suited to geralt is hard to tell how a video game image of a character leads to different versions of geralt for
everyone. In the book, geralt obviosly belongs with the yen (Shes is also much less in the book, the game really cranked her attitude to 11). In the game, though, it depends entirely on the player's preferences, since the player cannot fully understand how the geralt will feel in the situation. My personal preference is actually Shani, but the
geralt won't choose her for partner's life. It all depends on the player's judgment. Tris redeemed herself in both Witcher sequels, but she was also a cunt in the first game. I think Shani was a little more prosaic version of romance, but she was the obvious choice for that. Triss miles above the yen, and the information presented here (thanks
BBB) makes this even more obvious. I still had a few at the start of the game, just finished scouting and sidequests and met with Tris. I wanted to see if The Yen had some redemptive qualities or knowledge of it, and it would seem not. Make no mistake! It amazes me that there are people who believe that Tris is not a manipulative and
selfish bitch who manipulated and lied to Geralta for her own desires. Did you play games just to think she was so beautiful? Thanks to the man who gave information about Ian's childhood and past. This should be obvious to anyone who has learned something about psychology, and obviously the book writer has studied it. Ian behaved
like a bitch out of fear or pain, and it had nothing to do with selfishness or narcissism. She wouldn't be willing to sacrifice everything for Sirilla if she were, as some claim she is. People have no idea that Tris betrayed Siri and manipulated Geralt for her own selfish desires? I can't remember correctly, but didn't Tris spell on Geralt until he
had amnesia to seduce him? I remember how it was for some reason. Never judge a lover by the way they treat you in love days, check how they treat others, even strangers. Because that's how you'll be grated in the moments when love disappears. And in a long relationship, love always disappears and then grows back and then
weakens again, requires easing and recovery If they treat you like shit, you will be left with nothing to recover. You'll just get out of the building. On fire if possible. Yennefer fell in love with Geralt (because he flattered her, of course) and they were bound by magic. But with the binding removed all that is left is everyday love. When the hard
times come, he will be left with a selfish bitch who will treat him as badly as she does. anyone that is not her immediate concern. Her Her to Cirilla well until you see her willing to destroy anyone in the process: what she loves matters, what others love has no value in those who are not associated with her right?) Such people never care
about others, just for what they feel. Her childhood is no excuse, many have grown up through hard times and have learned to become better than their tormentors not to become like them. I'm not impressed by selfishness too vulgar defect and what it offers for short. As for Tris, she seems to have the usual share of virtues and flaws we
all have. Made some stupid mistakes, made some good acts of friendship. Good for people in general. It is proven that a good heart, putting itself in danger to help others in need without personal reward, even proved to be a good geralt after they broke up. I don't think Tris is perfect and doesn't like sorceris in general, but she has a better
human quality than Yennefer by a mile. For me, the best combination of heart and mind in the game is Shani. Honest, inteligent, generous, corageous and worth of respect. But she is human and grow old while Geralt remains unchanged for years to come. Doomed relationship. I think it's a Tris or a good ol' brothel for my Geralt is life.
There are three cards that can be collected during the first chapter. Spring Hood Spring stays in the hotel until Geralt talks to her, do not forget to buy wine from her. She will then leave every evening at 8pm and can be found in danger as early as 8.15pm. You can find it outside the hotel if you head north where a group of men ♥♥♥♥♥♥
her. After you save her, you have to escort her home. You'll have 3 wave barghests that will attack you, so make sure to keep it safe. After a successful escort, Geralt can offer another meeting. Spring, not wanting to shock the grandmother, recommends the old mill and plans to bring food, making the wine the responsibility of the witch.
You will meet her after 19:00 at the old mill, be sure you will see wine. Peasant Peasant peasant in a yellow and green dress provides a sample in exchange for tulips. Another thing making her unique is that she usually comments on Geralt's weapon as he passes by: Absolutely dangerous. You can find tulips from the townspeople (it can
be found in the city you left Spring) which will give it to you in exchange for flowers. You can buy flowers from a herbalist, it can be found outside the hotel. Abigail near the end of the chapter, while in the cave that leads from the shelter of Salamander. Be sure to get another chapter I romance card before you get to this point as there will
be no way to do it afterwards. There are five cards that can be collected in the second chapter. Shani another main character that Geralt can have a romantic encounter with. Shani. The witcher sex card for this character is purchased from my old friend's quest and ends with an iota of the party. After the party, give her a red rose and you'll
get this card. The gossip way to get this card is to either give red women's gloves (a merchant outside Shani's house) or a diamond for gossip. Choose an iota of witch dialogue in the city, it can take several times to be able to give her a gift. Half-Elf woman in order to get this card you have to enter the door in front of the warehouse in the
slums of the Temple quarter at 7:00. There you find the thug, say iota of it and tell him that you will help. Once you enter the place where the bandit is on the sign on your card, you will see a semi-elf woman in captivity and a group of thugs will attack you. Once you save her, she will tell you to come to her house (you can see it on the
map) to give you a reward. When you are there make sure to choose the right dialogue in order to get this card. ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ there are several ways to get this card. You can pay 250 opens ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥; You can give a silver ring ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥; You can complete the Working Girl quest (you take the quest from Carmen) and refuse the
reward and then give the flower (not the alchemical ingredient) ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. Morenn is Dryad, which is located in the druid grove in the swamp. Her card can be collected in this chapter or later in Chapter 3. In order to start this meeting you must first complete the quest that the old woman Waska, about the murder sinks in the clay pits.
After you finish it, it will give you the quest Of the Lost Lamb, which will send you to the Druids Grove, where after you say iota of the Druids, he will tell you to speak iota of the driad. You have to bring her a wolf pet and assumes that sex relieves stress, which is good for mind and body. She sees logic in his argument and softens. They
had sex. There are 7 cards that can be collected during this chapter of Tris or Shani, the second novel card (mutually exclusive) you have to choose who to tell Dandelion to take Alvin; the second romantic card for someone you don't choose will not be available. Triss you have to offer a gift of a ruby ring or a gold diamond ring, and in
conversation with Alvin you have to be strict with him at least once. Shani Shani wants a silver amber ring present. When interacting with Alvin, you should treat him (like giving him a sweet when asked). You can find both gifts from merchants near the bank. Princess Adda During the Posh Reception quest, dialogue options will lead to a
task for Geralt to get raw meat for her to eat. After receiving it, she will invite Geralt to her alcoes for a stage and romantic meeting. Blue eyes, before taking this card, first speak iota of her brother at the hotel (where the party is up It will give you a quest that will help you get another card Bring Blue-Eyed Girl golden sapphire ring,
sapphire, or 500 orens. It can be found on the ground floor of the Night's House. The queen of the night get upstairs by bribing the security guard with some Fisstech, boxing him, or showing him the House Night signet ring (you get a ring from Erkin von Blunt, he can be found in a party and you get after you give him a drink). You start this
meeting after you tell the blue-eyed brother that you will find her sister in the queen's house of the night. (You have to sleep whit blue eyes). Agree to spare the life of the queen once, and experience the foursome with three of her sisters Noblewoman You woman in a red dress, found near a jester in the square of John Natalis. She wants
you to prove your masculinity by offering her an offensively low fee (0 jobs). Rosalind Pankiera This romantic map is available during the Dandelion quest in the lute. You will get this quest from Danelyon (he is in the hotel before the party), be sure to give him something to drink. When you say iota the girl choose the option that she throws
it and he wanted to marry her and you get a map of the City Clerk Card going after visiting the highest floor of City Hall with a diamond in your inventory (you can buy it from a merchant nearby there). Find a clerk who is a naughty girl and get a card! There are four cards that can be collected by Selina Selina wants Geralt so she can make
her sister who gets married jealous. Give her any ring and you will collect this card. Make sure to be eligible when you meet her, since you may lose your chance on this map, you can find her in her house at night or hotel in the morning (after you say iota Alina) Lady lake You should say iota her first and ask about the knight and then say
iota of the hermit why she does not believe in the mission of Graal. After returning and tell her that you want to embark on a mission and choose a joke option that will give you meetings and cards. You only have one chance, so I suggest keeping here in case you have accepted the wrong dialogue. Elf woman She can be found in the
cave of Elphian after the Daily Bread quest is completed. Give a woman some food, such as bread, and you get a map. You get a quest from Toruviel and give her 5 breads not 4 in order to have a chance on the map. Villager She will ask for sugar dolls, after you give it to her, then you will have your card. Chapter V has three mutually
exclusive cards that you can get depending on the path you choose. Toruviel If you decide to go the way Of Scoia'tael, you will get this card after meeting outside the hospital where you rescue her and then follow her and decide to say iota her Rayla card can be collected if you decide to go down the path After the after meet outside the
hospital and then follow her and decide to say an iota to her two nurses Another of the Witcher sex cards that can be collected in the game if Geralt decides to go on the Witcher/neutral path. After escorting Shani to the marsh cemetery you can go back to the hospital and say iota to the nun to start the meeting. You can choose to play this
mode in a new adventure, there are 2 cards that will get. Sabrina Glevissig You have to bring her 20 beast liver before you exhaust any other option in her dialogue. After bringing her all the liver, make sure the first to talk to her about all the other things, always be nice and complement her. The last performance should refer to your
trophies, and only then there will be a variant you are an unusual woman leading to an intimate scene. Deirdre Ademeyn You have to bring her 3 pieces of meat wyvern. Only 3 pieces exist in this adventure, so be sure not to consume them. The key to getting her card is talking to her about wyverns only after all the other dialogue options
have been exhausted, and Geralt was polite and suppportive in each case. Then (and only then) he has to present the meat wyvern to her hungry doggies, and she will lead about the batist panties that princesses usually wear. It's a signal to take them off. Down.
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